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Introduction: To facilitate community-based dementia screening, we

developed a voice recognition-based digital cognitive screener (digital

cognitive screener, DCS). This proof-of-concept study aimed to investigate

the reliability, validity as well as the feasibility of the DCS among community-

dwelling older adults in China.

Methods: Eligible participants completed demographic, clinical, and the DCS.

Diagnosis of mild cognitive impairment (MCI) and dementia was made based

on the Montreal Cognitive Assessment (MoCA) (MCI: MoCA < 23, dementia:

MoCA < 14). Time and venue for test administration were recorded and

reported. Internal consistency, test-retest reliability and inter-rater reliability

were examined. Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) analyses were

conducted to examine the discriminate validity of the DCS in detecting

MCI and dementia.

Results: A total of 103 participants completed all investigations and were

included in the analysis. Administration time of the DCS was between

5.1–7.3 min. No significant difference (p > 0.05) in test scores or

administration time was found between 2 assessment settings (polyclinic

or community center). The DCS showed good internal consistency

(Cronbach’s alpha = 0.73), test-retest reliability (Pearson r = 0.69,

p < 0.001) and inter-rater reliability (ICC = 0.84). Area under the curves

(AUCs) of the DCS were 0.95 (0.90, 0.99) and 0.77 (0.67, 086) for

dementia and MCI detection, respectively. At the optimal cut-off (7/8), the

DCS showed excellent sensitivity (100%) and good specificity (80%) for

dementia detection.
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Conclusion: The DCS is a feasible, reliable and valid digital dementia

screening tool for older adults. The applicability of the DCS in a larger-scale

community-based screening stratified by age and education levels warrants

further investigation.
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Introduction

Dementia has long become a global public health problem,
which will not only seriously damage the quality of life of
patients, but also cause a huge social burden (1, 2).

Screening can alert people to early signs of cognitive
decline, leading to better allocation of healthcare resources
and reduced healthcare cost. Early detection also provides
an optimal window of early intervention and treatment
which has been proven to slow down cognitive decline and
reduce the risk of dementia conversion (3, 4). Therefore,
timely identification of potential at-risk older adults is
the essential first step to delaying dementia onset, so as
to render support to individual older adults, caregivers,
healthcare providers, as well as the whole society (5).
As a result, researchers have emphasized the necessity
of early screening, particularly the implementation
of simple and efficient assessment tools in various
healthcare settings.

Although traditional paper-pencil tests are commonly
applied, most of them must be performed by trained assessors
and take a long time for face-to-face administration (6,
7). In contrast, digital cognitive testing provides new
opportunities for regular self-accessible assessment and
remote monitoring of cognitive changes. Digital cognitive
screening overcomes the various obstacles of traditional
testing. First of all, it can be carried out with minimum or
no assistance of non-professional staff or family members,
which makes it more flexible for anytime- and anywhere-
assessment, and hence feasible for regular monitoring of
cognitive changes (8). This is particularly helpful in when
the COVID pandemic has impacted adversely on the
healthcare routines in the communities (9). In addition,
the analytic platform equipped with the assessment tool
allows not only efficient management of assessment data, but
also automatic execution of the entire assessment process.
As such, digital cognitive screeners are believed to have
a promising prospect in facilitating large-scale cognitive
screening in the community.

So far, digital cognitive assessments are mostly developed
by adapting various cognitive tests (8). However, most of the
presently available cognitive tests are touch screen-based, which

requires operation from individual participant. This has resulted
in lower test acceptance and performance due to computer
illiteracy among older adults who are less familiar with operating
digital devices (10, 11). Furthermore, even though mobile
platforms can collect new data streams and achieve a high
measurement accuracy, they are usually expensive to track
longitudinal behavioral/cognitive changes, such as sensor data
through wearables (12, 13). All the above challenges have been
brought up as important obstacles to be overcome.

Therefore, in the present study, we developed a brief digital
cognitive tool (digital cognitive screener, DCS) based on a
voice-recognition machine-learning system that runs on mobile
devices. The DCS simulates a standard face-to-face cognitive
test conducted by professional testers. The DCS was adapted
from the montreal cognitive assessment (MoCA) which is a well-
validated cognitive test and can be conducted verbally through
the telephone (14, 15). In this study, we aimed to investigate the
reliability and validity as well as the feasibility of the DCS among
community-dwelling older adults in China. We hypothesized
that the DCS had good validity which can be demonstrated by
the diagnostic accuracy by establishing sensitivity, specificity,
receiver operating characteristics (ROC), area under the curve
values (AUC) and optimal cut-offs.

Materials and methods

Study participants

From July to October 2021, 104 participants aged 65
and above were recruited from local primary healthcare
facilities (polyclinics) and communities in Hangzhou, China.
Participants completed demographic, clinical, and cognitive
assessments (MoCA), followed by the DCS after a two-
week interval. Exclusion criteria were: (1) significant sensory
impairment, e.g., verbal and hearing impairment, etc. and (2)
presence of major depression and other psychiatric disorders.

This study was approved by Medical Ethics Committee in
Zhejiang University School of Public Health (ZGL202101-1)
and written informed consent was obtained from all participants
or their legally acceptable representatives.
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Demographic and clinical assessments

Demographics (age, sex, education level), smoking status
and medical history of cerebrovascular disease (CVD), heart
disease, hypertension, dyslipidemia and diabetes were recorded.

Cognitive assessments and diagnosis

The MoCA was administrated by trained research
personnel. The MoCA is a well-validated multidomain
paper-and-pencil cognitive test that assesses visuospatial and
executive functions, naming, memory, attention, abstraction,
and orientation, with the administration time about 15 min.

It has been validated among Chinese older adults (7). In
this study, we defined cognitive status by MoCA cutoff scores:
(1) no cognitive impairment (NCI) as MoCA ≥ 23; (2) mild
cognitive impairment (MCI) as MoCA < 23 and ≥ 14 (16); and
(3) dementia as MoCA < 14 (17).

Digital cognitive screener
administration

The DCS included the following cognitive test items (3,
4): (1) Memory: 5-word (face, silk, chrysanthemum, hotel, red)
delayed memory test with a total score of 5; (2) Orientation:
6-item orientation task (year, month, week, date, city, address)
with a total score of 6; and (3) Executive function: animal
fluency test with a score of 1 if participants speak out more
than 11 animals. We applied the DCS among participants
recruited from polyclinics and the community to explore if
the administration time and test score differ between different
settings. Among all participants, 56 took the DCS assessment
twice (test interval = 14 days).

The DCS platform is a semi-automatic conversational robot
(18) and can be conducted by non-professional facilitators,
such as caregivers or social workers. Using voice-recognition
technology, the platform initiates a conversation by asking
the questions and cuing participants to answer verbally. The
facilitator then prompts the system to continue by providing
feedback on whether the participant has answered the question.
The feedback options displayed on-screen for the facilitators
are simple description of the participant’s reaction, such as
“the participant didn’t respond” or “the participant responded.”
As such, the facilitators do not need to evaluate older adults’
performance themselves.

After the test is finished, the platform automatically scores
the participants’ performance based on their verbal response.
The automatic speech recognition (ASR) converts the test audio
into text, and subsequently, natural language understanding
(NLU) is used to extract key information from the text data and
assess its correctness. Specifically, a named entity recognition

model is implemented to extract the key information such as
year, day, and address in the text. After that, the extracted
result is compared with the correct standard answer. For each
question, the platform automatically analyzes the answer and
assigns the score. Finally, the platform adds up all scores to
obtain a final test result for each participant. In order to explore
whether the automated scoring is consistent with traditional
manual scoring, trained research assistants reviewed the test
audios and performed a blinded scoring process. Each audio was
scored by 3 independent raters.

The administration process of DCS is shown in Figure 1.

Statistical analysis

Demographic characteristics and cognitive outcomes
between the NCI, MCI and dementia groups were compared
by one-way ANONA and Chi-square testes for continuous
and categorical variables, respectively. Post hoc analysis by
Fisher’s Least Significant Difference (LSD) method were used
for stepwise comparison.

Internal consistency of the DCS was examined with
Cronbach’s alpha. Test-retest reliability of the DCS’s total
score was measured using Pearson’s correlation analysis. Inter-
rater reliability of manual scores was measured by the inter-
class correlation coefficient (ICC). Association between the
automated and manual scoring was measured by Pearson’s
correlation. Agreement between automated and manual scoring
was analyzed using the Bland-Altman plot and calculating
Cohen’s kappa on categorizing dementia and MCI. To study
the effect of age and education on the DCS, a repeated
measures ANOVA was implemented to examine the difference
between the automated and manual scoring with age and
education as indicators.

To examine discriminate validity, the receiver operating
characteristic curve was employed to establish the area under
the curves (AUCs) of the DCS for different cognitive status.
Discriminant indices, including sensitivity, specificity, positive
and negative predictive value (PPV and NPV) were calculated
using the optimal cut-off points. We categorized the MCI and
dementia as cognitive impairment (CI) and NCI and MCI as
dementia-free to investigate the validity in different cognitive
outcomes. Subgroup analysis was done according to age and
education stratifications. All analyses were performed with R,
setting statistical significance level at < 0.05.

Results

Characteristics of participants

The study flowchart is presented in Figure 2. Only 1
participant was lost to contact. Participant characteristics are
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FIGURE 1

Administration process of DCS.

shown in Table 1. The DCS performance differed among varying
cognitive groups [F(2, 107) = 43.21, p < 0.001] (Figure 3).

Feasibility

The average administration time of the DCS was between
5.1–7.3 min. The automated scores were significantly associated
with those scored by human examiners (manual scores)
(r = 0.83, p < 0.001) yet were on average 2 point lower
than scores by manual evaluation (automated score vs. manual
score: 7.4 ± 3.2 vs. 9.5 ± 2.4, p < 0.05). Results from
the repeated measures ANOVA after controlling for age and
education showed that the difference between the automated
and manual scoring was comparable to the results without
adjustment (estimated difference = 2.1, F = 139.44, p < 0.05).
No significant difference (p > 0.05) was found in test scores
and administration time when conducting the DCS at two
different settings (polyclinics and community). The Cohen’s
Kappa between automated and manual scoring on dementia and
MCI were 0.62 and 0.73, respectively. The Bland-Altman plot is
shown in Figure 4.

Reliability

Internal consistency of the DCS was shown by the
Cronbach’s alpha of 0.84 for manual scoring and 0.82 for
automated scoring. The overall test-retest reliability among the
56 participants who were tested twice (test interval ≥ 7 days) was
represented by the Pearson correlation of 0.69 (p < 0.001) and
0.71 (p< 0.001) for manual and automated scoring, respectively.
The inter-rater reliability analysis showed the ICC of the overall
test score was 0.84.

Validity

The ROCs of the DCS for dementia and MCI were shown in
Figure 5. The discriminate incidences of the DCS on different
cognitive outcomes are shown in Table 2 (both automated
and manual scoring results are shown). No significantly
difference (all ps > 0.05) of AUC was found between the
manual and automated scoring for each cognitive outcomes,
demonstrating an equivalent discriminating ability between
these two scoring approaches.

Table 3 shows the diagnostic ability of the DCS in different
subgroups. The DCS showed better discriminant validity
among more educated (education years > 6) and older (older
than 75 years) participants for detecting dementia while the
diagnostic ability for MCI was best among older participants.

Discussion

The present study found that the DCS had good reliability,
validity and feasibility among Chinese community-dwelling
older adults. Furthermore, the tool has excellent discriminating
capacity in detecting dementia patients, but a moderate to fair
capacity in detecting MCI patient from normal older adults.

We found that the diagnostic ability as well as optimal cut-
offs of the DCS differed between age and education levels. This
result is accordance with previous evidence which demonstrated
that the performance on cognitive tests (including the 5-min
MoCA) is affected by these two factors, especially among Asian
countries (19, 20).

The need for a smart and digital screening platform has
already been heightened to cater for a wide population of at-
risk individuals. Adapted from the MoCA, the development
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FIGURE 2

Flow diagram of participants.

TABLE 1 Participant characteristics.

Characteristics Dementia (N = 10) MCIa (N = 43) NCIb (N = 50) Total (N = 103) P-value

Age (years, mean ± SD) 71.9 ± 7.5 71.3 ± 6.1 70.4 ± 5.8 70.9 ± 6.0 0.67

Sex (male, %) 1 (10.0%) 12 (27.9%) 13 (26.0%) 25 (24.3%) 0.45

Education (years, mean ± SD) 4.5 ± 5.3 6.8 ± 3.2 9.7 ± 3.4 7.7 ± 3.8 < 0.001

Smoking (%) 1 (10.0%) 4 (13.3%) 4 (12.9%) 8 (11.3%) 0.48

CVDc (%) 2 (20.0%) 4 (13.3%) 1 (3.2%) 7 (9.9%) 0.21

Heart disease (%) 3 (30.0%) 11 (36.7%) 6 (19.4%) 20 (28.2%) 0.32

Hypertension (%) 2 (20.0%) 15 (50.0%) 14 (45.2%) 31 (43.7%) 0.25

Dyslipidemia (%) 1 (10.0%) 12 (40.0%) 11 (35.5%) 24 (33.8%) 0.21

Diabetes (%) 1 (10.0%) 3 (10.0%) 5 (16.1%) 9 (12.7%) 0.74

AD8-slefd (points, mean ± SD) 2.1 ± 1.8 1.8 ± 1.9 1.5 ± 1.6 1.6 ± 1.7 0.82

DCSe (score, mean ± SD) 2.9 ± 2.3 6.4 ± 2.8 9.1 ± 2.4 7.4 ± 3.2 < 0.001

MoCAf (points, mean ± SD) 9.90 ± 1.97 18.6 ± 2.72 25.7 ± 2.04 21.2 ± 5.5 < 0.001

aMCI, mild cognitive impairment; bNCI, no cognitive impairment; cCVD, cerebrovascular disease; dAD8-info, Ascertain Dementia 8- self version; eDCS, digital cognitive screener;
f MoCA, Montreal Cognitive Assessment.

of the DCS was in accordance with the main strategy of
developing accurate and brief mobile screening among older
adults (8). The excellent sensitivity and good specificity
enable the DCS to detect dementia cases who need further
cognitive assessment and rule out most cognitively healthy
older adults. In the future, we are planning to develop a

fully automatic AI version of the DCS which can interact
with the participant without the operator and that will
promote further implementation of our platform to cater
for self-help at-home screening. The fully automatic AI
version will be implemented by collaborating with local
government for non-commercial utility. All information will be
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FIGURE 3

Participants test score on the DCS by cognitive outcomes.

FIGURE 4

Bland-Altman plot of machine and manual scoring.

anonymous and only be used for cognitive screening purpose by
authorized personnel.

Test length, administration mode and the number of test
items can notably impact the effectiveness and efficiency of
cognitive screening, especially in a larger population (20). It has
been recommended that a shorter cognitive test could induce
less mental fatigue and encourages repeat administration, hence
facilitating follow-ups by healthcare professionals to monitor
individual’s cognitive decline (21, 22). The DCS, which takes
about 6 min to administer, and is conducive regardless of

assessment environment, is brief and easy to implement for
large-scale screening. Moreover, although pen-and-pencil tests
can allow ambiguous response from the participants to be
clarified and interpreted, test results may be biased by testers
with varying different experience and knowledge (23). The
DCS adopts a standardized NLP system which promotes
accurate analysis of verbal response from participants. It is
not always feasible to recruit testers with special training
or skills in case of a large-scale cognitive screening (8).
Therefore, the implementation of the DCS, which can be
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FIGURE 5

Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curves of the DCS for discriminating among participants with MCI and dementia.

TABLE 2 Diagnostic ability of the DCS on different cognitive outcomes.

Cognitive outcomes Cut-off AUC (95% CI) Sensitivity Specificity PPVb NPVc

NCIa vs. Dementia
Automated scoring 7/8 0.95 (0.90,0.99) 100% 80% 50% 100%

Manual scoring 7/8 0.99 (0.98,1.00) 80.0% 100% 100% 96.2%

Dementia free vs. Dementia
Automated scoring 7/8 0.89 (0.81,0.98) 100% 62.4% 22.2% 100%

Manual scoring 7/8 0.90 (0.87,0.99) 80.0% 89.2% 44.4% 97.6%

NCI vs. MCId

Automated scoring 8/9 0.77 (0.67,0.86) 69.8% 70.0% 66.7% 72.9%

Manual scoring 8/9 0.81 (0.73,0.90) 51.2% 92.0% 84.6% 68.7%

NCI vs. CIe

Automated scoring 8/9 0.80 (0.72,0.89) 75.5% 70.0% 72.7% 72.9%

Manual scoring 8/9 0.84 (0.77,0.92) 60.4% 92.0% 88.9% 68.7%

aNCI, no cognitive impairment; bPPV, positive predictive value; cNPV, negative predictive value; dMCI, mild cognitive impairment; eCI, cognitive impairment.

administrated by non-professional staff or family members
with no subjective bias, could lead to better management of
healthcare resources by detecting cognitively impaired patients
who need more comprehensive neuropsychological and clinical
assessments (21).

Findings from our study showed that the DCS performed
at least as well as other previous digital cognitive screening
tools. For example, two recently developed digital cognitive
tests which took more than 10 min to administrate showed
AUCs of 0.87 and 0.91, respectively, for discriminating
between demented and cognitively intact participants (10, 24)
while the AUC of that in our study was 0.95. Moreover,

the DCS can provide several additional advantages. First,
the DCS captures participants’ spontaneous answers rather
than displaying possible answer choices. It is noted that
the instruments using the touchscreen to select the shown
choices may cause less sensitivity and induce muscle fatigue in
older adults while intuitive responses are preferred to access
more reliable answers (24–26). Furthermore, many digital
cognitive tests require computer literacy and higher level of
functioning and thus can cause anxiety and may be not
suitable for severely impaired for severely impaired individuals
(21). However, the DCS features tests such as verbal recalls
and semantic fluency which provide a method of intuitive
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TABLE 3 Diagnostic ability of the DCS in different subgroups.

Cognitive outcomes Cut-off AUC Sensitivity Specificity

Dementia free vs. Dementia
Education years ≤ 6 7/8 0.78 100% 43.3%

Education years > 6 5/6 0.99 100% 92.6%

Age, years < 75 7/8 0.87 100% 64.3%

Age, years ≥ 75 3/4 0.95 100% 86.7%

NCIa vs. CIb

Education years ≤ 6 8/9 0.73 75.9% 62.5%

Education years > 6 9/10 0.78 72.2% 71.4%

Age, years < 75 8/9 0.77 73.7% 71.1%

Age, years ≥ 75 7/8 0.88 83.3% 80.7%

aNCI, no cognitive impairment; bCI, cognitive impairment.

answering and can be conducted among a broader range of
population. Additionally, the automated scoring model make
it possible to provide fast feedback without the need for
a trained examiner, alleviating the related workload. As a
result, from the perspectives of applicability and economics,
the DCS is hopeful for a wider-range implementation in
all settings, including community, primary and tertiary
healthcare settings.

The voice-recognition technology enables the DSC to assess
the participants’ dialogic ability which was rarely measured
by previous digital cognitive tests (21). The impairment of
verbal ability is predictive for the progression of cognitive
impairment and incidence of dementia (27). For example,
semantic fluency test requires activation of multiple cognitive
processes and can explain a large amount of the diagnostic
ability in a screening test (28). Therefore, whilst the DCS
cannot provide substantial information in the semantic fluency
test, the voice-recognition technology can be further utilized
in other cognitive assessment processes to help determine
impairment status. Besides that, the DCS can unobtrusively
and objectively collect the changes in speech. Speech is a
sensitive output system, where even slight physiological and
cognitive changes may produce noticeable acoustic changes
(28). Studies showed that vocal characteristics such as notably
longer hesitation times and lower speech rates were detectable
at the early stage of dementia (29). Therefore, speech
data obtained by the DCS can inform studies focusing on
differences in vocal abilities of participants responding to
cognitive testing. Hence, exploration of a composite index
by using the test results and acoustic parameters may
further improve the DCS’s classification accuracy on different
cognitive outcomes.

There are still challenges for the DCS. Firstly, the speech
recognition is not sensitive to Chinese dialects at present,
and it may hamper the extensive implementation of the DCS
as dialects differ widely across Chinese regions, especially
in rural areas with low economic level. Thus, further effort

should be made to improve the DCS’s ability in recognizing
Chinese dialects. Additionally, the DCS is not suitable for
older adults with severe hearing or verbal impairment since
they may not clearly receive the instructions or provide
verbal responses on the questions. Finally, the same word
list can cause learning effects considering of the longitudinal
conduction of the DCS. More parallel versions of the word
list will be updated based on standard verbal learning tests for
future iteration.

This study has strengths. To our knowledge, this is the
first digital cognitive screening tool designed for older adults
in mainland China. In this study, we used 3 methods to
assess the reliability of the DCS with test intervals longer than
7 days (30). Additionally, we recruited participants from both
polyclinics and communities, demonstrating that our results can
be generalized into primary health care and community settings.

Limitations of the present study include the small sample
size and the short interval between 2 assessments in the
present study has limited the interpretation on generalizability
and test-retest reliability of the study results. Thus, we will
further examine the utility of DCS as well as its test-retest
reliability in a larger sample size with a longer retest interval.
Secondly, the voice-recognition system needs more training
on identifying complicated words and phrases, to improve
the overall accuracy. Thirdly, a total score of 12 may have
limited discrimination ability for MCI detection, as it includes
less amount of test items on different cognitive domains.
Further studies with a larger sample size should explore its
MCI discriminant capacity by performing adjusted analysis.
However, given our sample size was limited among different age
and education-stratified groups, prospective adjustment of the
DCS is needed to achieve more precise cut-offs at different age
and education groups.

In conclusion, the DCS is a brief, reliable and valid digital
dementia screening tool for older adults. The applicability of
the DCS in a larger-scale community-based screening warrants
further investigation.
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